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Changes suggested in the course analysis of the previous course
date:
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Analysis based on course evaluation, including comments fields. If information has been collected
in other ways, it should also be analysed here. Any effect of joint courses should be commented

on.
The response from the students was extremely good, with close to unamimous positive answers.
The students really enjoyed the course, and one suggested that elements of it should be used as template for
other of CS courses. Here are some of the received comments.
"In your opinion, which components of the course have functioned well and should be kept?"
+ "The structure of the lecture and the interactive way of conducting lectures."
+ "The course as a whole is good and well structured."
+ "The content of the labs was good and seemed relevant. I liked the general content of the course."
+ "basic security,privacy, authentication, threat, and vulnerability,access control, malicious software,
encryption, and operating system security,cryptographic systems based on symmetrical and asymmetrical
methods personal integrity, and ethics." (Note: these are all the contents of the course)
+ "The assignment questions were a good part of the course, even if many chose not to participate. They
gave a good ideda of what we were expected to know."
+ "Having questions at the end of the lectures, as well as the two assignments, is a brilliant idea and I
thoroughly appreciate it. More courses should do the same."
+ "Everything"
"Additional comments"
+ "It was nice that Leonardo was available in his office at most hours for explanations on things I didn't
understand."
+ "Ultimatum teacher"
+ "For the first lab it would be good to see the tools used beforehand, like during the lecture or in the lab
room. Doesn't have to be very in depth, just a simple introduction. The walkthrough during the lecture was
good, just show how they an be used as well."
+ "I have enjoyed the course, however I have dedicated far less time than I should have, mostly because my
study efficiency could be surpassed by a recently deceased sloth."
+ "Best course yet."
"During the course, I have experienced the reception from teachers and other staff as professional "
+ They are happy to help and are very knowledgeable.
+ The teacher was perfect.

Suggestions for changes to the next course date.
Make more use of feedback tools, especially mentimeter. Divide students into small groups to discuss ethics
questions.

1. Number of first registrations for a course: First registration = the first time a student registers for a specific
course.

